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URBAN AND REAL ESTATE 

ECONOMICS 

Syllabus 

The goal of the course is to present and analyse the most frequent economic 

questions in the real estate market. The students should be able to participate in 

decision-making and critically read sectoral analyses after completing this course. 

We start with the analysis of the long run trends of real estate market, i.e. with some 

basic urban economics. The major part of the course is about the cyclical macro and 

micro analysis of the real estate sector. The semester ends with real estate project 

evaluation. 

The course presents the analytical tools offered by the relevant economic literature. 

This could be used by real estate developers, investors, or city municipal experts. 

Most of the examples and exercises are based on Hungarian experience and data. 

 

Prerequisites: Basic microeconomics, Statistics, Financial calculus. 

 

Main textbook: 

Denise DiPasquale – William C. Wheaton [1996]: 

Urban Economics and Real Estate Markets. 

Prentice Hall.  

softwares: Excel [Geoda, Argus] 

Other books: 

Arthur O’Sullivan [2007]: Urban Economics. 

McGraw–Hill, Irwin.  

John F. McDonald – Daniel P. McMillen [2007]: 

Urban Economics and Real Estate, Theory and Policy. 

Blackwell Publishing. 
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David M. Geltner – Norman G. Miller – Jim Clayton – Piet Eichholtz [2006]: 

 Commercial Real Estate Analysis and Investments, 2 edition 

 South-Western Educational Pub. 

 

1. The value of real estates (DiPasquale – Wheaton Ch. 4.) 

It is difficult to estimate the value of a real estate because real estates are 

traded infrequently and every property is unique. We survey the legal 

framework of real estate valuation and talk about the main methods that are 

presented during the course. The statistical method of valuation – mass 

appraisal – is discussed in detail. 

Központi Statisztikai Hivatal: Helyzetkép a lakásviszonyokról 1999–2005. 

KSH, 2006. 

 

2. The effect of real estate attributes on the value of real estates  

Hedonic approach of real estate valuation is presented. Two applications of 

the method are raised: real estate price indexes and project evaluation. 

Piet Eichholtz, Nils Kok, John Quigley: Doing Well by Doing Good? An 

Analysis of the Financial Performance of Green Buildings in the USA. RICS 

Research Report. March 2009. 

 

3. Why do cities exist? (O’Sullivan Ch. 1–2.) 

It’s not obvious why people live denser in some places. We discuss why 

people are willing to tolerate strains and stresses of city life. To explain these 

we raise the spatial dimensions of the problem. 

John F. McDonald – Daniel P. McMillen [2007]: Urban Economics and Real 

Estate (Theory and Policy). Appendix to Chapter 3. 

 

4. City size (O’Sullivan Ch. 7.) 

Distribution of city size was always a puzzle for urban researchers. Main 

explanations of city size are presented. Theory, evidence and case studies 

about too big cities are discussed. 

Filipe Campante – Edward Gleaser: Yet Another Tale of Two Cities: Buenos 

Aires and Chicago. NBER WP No. 15104. June 2009. 
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5. Spatial patterns in cities I.: The monocentric city (O’Sullivan Ch. 6., 

DiPasquale – Wheaton Ch. 3.) 

Central point of reference about the city structure is the monocentric city. 

Ricardian model is presented during the class and bid-rent curve is introduced. 

We review some case studies about the tests of the monocentric city. 

 

6. Spatial patterns of cities II: Equal distribution (DiPasquale – Wheation Ch. 

6.) 

Equal (equidistant) patterns are frequently present in cities. Commercial real 

estate market is one of the examples. Discussion of a classic model is used to 

understand how the investors carry out trade area research. 

 

7. Spatial patterns in cities III.: Further patterns 

City structure is explained in the monocentric model. Three actors appear: 

office residential and industrial. Further observations and explanations in the 

city structure are widespread. History of the cities emerge as an example. 

Alain Bertaud – Bertrand Bertaud: Cities Without Land Markets: Location and 

Land Use in the Socialist City 

The World Bank. Policy Research Working Paper No 1477 

 

8. The macroeconomics of the real estate market I. The 4-quadrant model 

(DiPasquale – Wheaton Ch. 1–2.) 

Aggregate analysis about the real estate market is presented. The main idea 

of the discussion is to split the market into stock and flow markets. Then 

simple demand-supply tools could be used. 

 

9. The macroeconomics of the real estate market II.: A dynamic model 

(DiPasquale – Wheaton Ch. 10.) 

Classic dynamic model of the real estate sector is presented. In this model, 

prices and stock of real estate (construction) are the explained variables. 

Expectations about the future development of the market is also included in 

the model. 

Horváth Áron – Vincze János: Recent Developments in the Hungarian 

Housing Market, Working paper 
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 William Wheaton: Real Estate Cycles: Some Fundamentals 

 Real Estate Economics 27,2, Summer 1999, 209–231. 

 

10. The macroeconomics of real estate markets III.: Turnover and vacancy in 

the model (DiPasquale–Wheaton Ch. 9., 12., McDonald– McMillen Ch. 11.) 

One essential characteristic of the real estate market is that real estates are 

sold rarely. Finding the proper buyer (tenant) takes time, so empty properties 

are present even in equilibrium. These phenomena could be discussed in 

matching models. 

 

11. The macroeconomics of real estate markets IV.: Forecast 

How to build a forecast? Theory and difficulties: short time series, 

incorporating information from expert judgement and real time indicators. 

 

12. Finances of real estate market I.: Cash-flow evaluation (Geltner Ch. 10–Ch. 

11) 

Basics of project evaluation and cash-flow modeling. 

 

13. Finances of real estate market II.: Summarizing the course in respect of real 

estate market risks (McDonald–McMillen Ch. 12.) 

Project evaluation. Present value calculation. Risk and uncertainty in theory 

and in practice. 

 


